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The Canmaker is a key source of business intelligence for
canmakers, fillers their suppliers and brand owners in the food,
beverage, personal care, home and industrial sectors.
With a monthly print magazine and expansive on-line services,
The Canmaker provides news, reviews, market developments
and comment in a multi-billion dollar global market that is
continuing to grow.
Having reported on developments in the world of metal packaging
since 1988, The Canmaker has established itself as a vital resource
for decision makers in the packaging and filling industries.
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RELEVANCE
The position that The Canmaker holds in the metal packaging world
is largely due to a unique interaction between the contributors, the
editorial board and the readership. Since the very first issue, we
have encouraged a dialogue with our readers, helping to provide a
constant flow of information and ensuring that the content is always
focused.
Alongside regular editorial visits to manufacturing and research
facilities around the world, our contributors regularly meet with
readers at conferences, The Canmaker Summits, The Canmaker
Cans of the Year Awards and at the Cannex Fillex shows, all of which
are sponsored by the magazine.
With such a highly focused and reactive readership, The Canmaker
magazine is a most effective medium through which products and
services can be promoted to canmakers anywhere in the world.
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“Again, I truly believe
The Canmaker is one
of the best industry
magazines I have
seen in my career
in coatings, which
reaches 30 years this
year. Time flies. You
can be proud of that”.
allnex
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SECTIONS
NEWSCAN
The news section in The Canmaker magazine covers the latest
developments in metal packaging from across the industry. Readers
refer to news to keep track of the latest innovations, plant launches &
expansions, mergers and much more. Advertising in this section will
guarantee exposure to engaged canmaking professionals including
influencers and senior decision makers working for canmakers, fillers
and their suppliers.

THE FILLING BUSINESS
The Filling Business section in The Canmaker is an information
source for brand owners in the food, beverage, cosmetics, personal
care and industrial sectors.
It covers canning and filling operations providing news for fillers and
those who provide products and services to them.
The Filling Business section focuses on business trends from the point
of view of packers, suppliers, designers and brand owners.

FEATURES
Our features provide readers with a more in-depth look at market
developments. Features include interviews with influential industry
executives; product and production innovations; financial analysis;
sustainability updates; and more. This gives an indication of the breadth
of subject matter we have covered and will continue to cover every
month. Whether you’re targeting canmakers, fillers or suppliers an
advertisement in the features section will benefit from reaching a target
audience with a particular area of interest.
ESTABLISHED 1988
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OUR AUDIENCE / CIRCULATION

26%

33%

Our surveys have shown that each of the 3,000 copies of
The Canmaker that are circulated worldwide is read by up
to seven individuals.

PRINT
3,000+

This reflects an estimated global readership of more than 20,000.
By offering a special professional subscription rate that is
only available to those who are certified canmakers, fillers
or suppliers to the industry, The Canmaker ensures that its
editorial coverage and advertising are distributed exclusively
to its target readership.

7%

26%
8%

The success of this approach and the importance of
The Canmaker to its readers can be seen in the many
subscriptions that have been active for more than a quarter
of a century.
Senior Management /
President /
Owner

31%
43%
ADVERTISEMENT CONTACTS
Priyanka Patel - Advertisement manager
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 179
E-mail: pri@sayers-publishing.com

B: Some individuals with senior
production/ R&D/ technical roles are
listed in the managerial sections.

21%

Nicola President - Advertisement manager
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 175
E-mail: nicolap@sayers-publishing.com
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A: This includes departmental copies,
company libraries and individuals with
non-specific job titles.

JOB
TITLE

A
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THE CANMAKER GOLD CLUB
As a provider of business intelligence,
we recognise the importance of those who
use our services. Readers who qualify for
a professional subscription are given free
membership of The Canmaker Gold Club.
This offers privileges such as access to the
extended online breaking-news service,
a searchable archive, digital access to the
last 12 issues, discounted priority booking at
our conferences and use of The Canmaker
Gold Club Lounge at Cannex Fillex shows.
The membership list of The Canmaker
Gold Club reads like an international
who’s-who of the metal packaging world,
embracing executives and staff from the
smallest companies in the world to the
largest multinational corporations.

To become a Gold Club member visit

canmaker.com/executive
or scan the QR code

The Canmaker is committed to serving all
of these members proactively and reactively,
ensuring that the resources, information and
business intelligence that they require are
readily available.

ESTABLISHED 1988
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THE CANMAKER INNOVATIONS
Published at the beginning of each year,
The Canmaker Innovations reviews the latest metal
packaging developments, technology and ideas.
It includes a review of the winners and short-listed
entries for The Canmaker magazine Cans of the Year
Awards, providing a review of the latest examples of
metal packaging from every sector of the business.
As such, The Canmaker Innovations offers a
spotlight on the activities of canmakers, and a
reference work for anyone with an interest in the
design, decoration and applications of metal
packaging.

“Thank you for your help
with the advertisement
in the Innovations issue.
We have already begun to
receive a positive response
from it. Working with
The Canmaker is an
investment in having our
company be recognized by
the leaders in our industry.”
Daniel Zaboleta - Cannovation

2022

DISTRIBUTION
The Canmaker Innovations is circulated to all our subscribers with additional
copies distributed at our events and conferences. This includes The Canmaker
Summit, attended by some of the most dynamic metal packaging professionals
in the industry including canmakers, fillers and suppliers. Copies are also
distributed at Cannex Fillex - the World Canmaking Congress. This is a
major international showcase for metal packaging manufacturing and filling
technologies. Attendees include global companies ranging from start-ups to
the largest multinationals. Renowned for its quality of international visitors,
Cannex Fillex regularly welcomes chief executives and technical specialists from
canmakers, fillers, designers, equipment manufacturers and materials suppliers.
Additional copies are available to purchase from our bookshop:

sayersonline.com/online/product/the-canmaker-innovations-2022/

ESTABLISHED 1988
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EDITORIAL FEATURES* 2022
JANUARY
Curing systems for inks and coatings
(D&I pin ovens, IBOs, sheet wicket ovens)

Aerosols can manufacturing
Sealants & compounds
Mailed with the Innovations issue
FEBRUARY
Three-piece canmaking systems
Beverage canning
MARCH
Seaming systems and tooling
Two-piece DRD canmaking systems
Used and refurbished equipment services
Fish canning
APRIL
Coatings & inks
General line canmaking

MAY
Metal decorating systems
Two-piece D&I canmaking systems
New end-use sectors

SEPTEMBER
Drinktec issue
Process control systems
Conveying & handling systems
Secondary packaging

JUNE
ADF Paris issue
Test & inspection equipment
Metal coating systems
Aerosol can manufacturing & filling

OCTOBER
The Canmaker Summit issue
Metal decorating systems
Environmental &
emission abatement systems

JULY
End-making systems
Washers & dry-off ovens
Food canning
(including equipment, retorts and sterilisers)

AUGUST
Three-piece canmaking systems
Lubricants & chemical treatments
Labels and labelling systems

NOVEMBER
The Canmaker Summit report
Cans of the Year Awards
Tooling for canmaking
Logistics
Cap & closure manufacturing
DECEMBER
Canstock and metal service suppliers
Scrap management & recycling systems
Test & inspection equipment

* Subject to change at any time. Information and images are required a month prior to publication date to be considered for inclusion in the magazine.

EDITORIAL CONTACTS
Daniel Searle - Editor
Tel: +44 (0) 7834 971921 E-mail: daniels@sayers-publishing.com

ESTABLISHED 1988

Danielle Ingram - Deputy editor
Tel: +44 (0) 7925 915436 E-mail: danielle@sayers-publishing.com
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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES 2022
Gatefold - 3, 4 or 6 Pages Inside Front Cover
3 page gatefold
1 insertion
4 page gatefold
1 insertion
6 page gatefold
1 insertion

ESTABLISHED 1988

£7838
£10255
£13190

Double Page
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

420mm x 280mm (16.5in x 11.02in)*
£5061
£4773
£4490

Full Page
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

210mm x 280mm (8.25in x 11.02in)*
£2775
£2507
£2374

Half Page Landscape
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

179mm x 120mm (7.05in x 4.75in)
£1633
£1477
£1397

Double Column
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

118mm x 244mm (4.65in x 9.61in)
£2118
£1912
£1810

Double Column Half
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

118mm x 120mm (4.65in x 4.75in)
£1157
£1045
£990
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Quarter Page Landscape
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

179mm x 57mm (7.05in x 2.25in)
£955
£857
£818

Quarter Page Portrait
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

87mm x 120mm (3.42in x 4.75in)
£868
£784
£743

Single Column
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

57mm x 244mm (2.25in x 9.61in)
£1157
£1045
£990

Single Column Half
1 insertion
6 insertions
12 insertions

57mm x 120mm (2.25in x 4.75in)
£663
£599
£566

• OBC - page rate + 20%
• IFC - page rate + 15%
• IBC - page rate + 5%
• GTD position or solus ad +10%
• Recruitment adverts available.

OTHER POSITIONS
Front Cover Available on application
Inside Front Cover DPS
£6665
Bound In Insert
£5605
For advertisement series the prices quoted are per insertion.
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING
As a long-established provider
of business intelligence,
canmaker.com is a vital
resource for decision makers in
the metal packaging industry
including canmakers, brand
owners and their suppliers.
Canmaker.com is the ideal
environment to promote your
products and services to metal
packaging professionals. The
geographical breakdown of our
audience reflects the global
nature of the industry. 93% are
based in Europe, North America
and Asia.

Our news, reviews and reports
are tailored to our readership
which includes senior
management, mid management
and those involved with
production, R&D and technical
development. By advertising on
canmaker.com you will reach
metal packaging professionals
involved with every stage of the
canmaking process including
users of canmaking and
filling materials, services and
equipment.
Canmaker.com is an extremely
cost effective way of reaching
your target market and building
new business leads.

6.8K

Billboard - solus
Duration:
Cost:
Size:
RHS
Duration:
Cost:
Size:

1 week
£3888
1068 x 193 pixels
1 month
£3077
300 x 400 pixels

High visibility banners in a prominent
position on the homepage of canmaker.com to promote
your brand to key professionals at every stage of the
supply chain in the metal packaging industry.

ONLINE FEATURES
Features banner
Duration:
Cost:
Size:

1 month
£1295
696 x 226 pixels

These banners have the advantage
of being placed within our exclusive
features, so users see them when
they’re at their most engaged.

NEW FOR 2022
Advertisements supplied for the digital
edition of The Canmaker can now include an
interactive link to take our readers to
your website. Please supply the URL
when you supply your artwork.
Please ensure the correct URL is provided.

Average monthly users
ESTABLISHED 1988

WEBSITE HOMEPAGE
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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES - THE CANMAKER DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY LISTING

The Canmaker Directory has long been
recognised as an essential resource
for metal packaging professionals. The
benefits derived from the Directory over
the years by its users have helped to
establish it as a must have source of
information.

Directory listing per 12 insertions*
One product heading
Two product headings
Three product headings
Each additional heading
Each additional address

During its history the directory has
assisted companies on their road to
success. For example, contacts made
through the Directory have helped to
facilitate the creation of successful can
plants that are still in production several
years later.

Its reputation has been strengthened
and it has grown in popularity since
its inception to the extent that it is
now a vital reference tool for both new
companies entering the metal packaging
industry and also for well established
metal packaging decision makers who
repeatedly benefit from the valuable
information it provides.
Whether you’re a new or established
brand, advertising in The Canmaker
Directory is a beneficial method of
reaching the top decision makers in the
metal packaging industry.

Logos:
One product heading
for 12 insertions
Each additional heading
Online directory weblink per heading

£466
£727
£897
£148
£148
£426
£213
£259

* Please request a quotation for entries requiring more than 1 address.

REASONS TO ADVERTISE?
1: Cost effective medium to reach the
top decision makers in metal packaging
2: 12 insertions in print will help build brand awareness
3: The online entry can be viewed by all
visitors to canmaker.com.
4: Option to upgrade your entry to include a link
to your website
5: Choose one or multiple headings for increased exposure
ESTABLISHED 1988
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ARTWORK CONTACT
Jane Dobson
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 106
E-mail: janed@sayers-publishing.com
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ONLINE BANNER SPECIFICATIONS
BANNER

DIMENSIONS

Feature Banner		
		
696 x 226 px
Desktop/Tablet

FILE FORMATS

MAX INITIAL FILE LOAD SIZE

		
JPG, GIF,
500k
Animated GIF, PNG		

Maximum size
Mobile
Billboard Banner

15 sec max length (unlimited user-initiated)
1.5 MB file size allowed for host-initiated video
Unlimited file size for user-initiated video
Advert appears in two positions,
above and below featured article content.
Max 10 advertisers, dynamic rotating. All adverts
in this group are weighted to be shown equally.

375 x 120 px

1068 x 193 px

VIDEO/ANIMATION GUIDELINES

250k

JPG, GIF, PNG, HTML5

Right Side Banner				
300 x 400 px
JPG, GIF,		
		
Animated GIF, PNG
500k

15 sec max length (unlimited user-initiated)
1.5 MB file size allowed for host-initiated video
Unlimited file size for user-initiated video

Max 10 advertisers, dynamic rotating. All adverts
in this group are weighted to be shown equally.

Artwork deadline: Please submit artwork no later than 10 days prior to go live date

ARTWORK CONTACT
Jane Dobson
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 106
E-mail: janed@sayers-publishing.com

ESTABLISHED 1988
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• For Gatefold, Double and Full Page advertisements please add 3mm on all sides for bleed.
• For advertisement series the prices quoted are per insertion.
Please send all artwork directly to:
Jane Dobson
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 106
E-mail: janed@sayers-publishing.com

NEW FOR 2022
Advertisements supplied for the digital
edition of The Canmaker can now include
an interactive link to take our readers to
your website. Please supply the URL
when you supply your artwork.
Please ensure the correct URL is provided

PRINT FORMAT SPECIFICATION
All print-ready artwork supplied must be in PDF format, generated with the correct
settings for the computer-to-plate conversion for the printing process.
File format: PDF files to be supplied to the standard of PDF/X– 4 (2010). Fonts
embedded.
Compression: To a minimum of 300 dpi for images and 1200 dpi for monochrome images.
Marks and bleed: Crop marks, bleed marks (5 mm bleed on all trimmed sizes),
registration marks and page information.
Output: Colour profile CMYK. Your file must not include spot colours.
Transparency flattener: High Resolution.
Security: No security lock for rasterisation.
Double page spread advertising –
DPS pages must be provided as two single pages each with 5mm bleed on all four sides
and the corresponding printer marks.
We can also accept TIF and JPG files. TIF and JPG files must be 300dpi at final output size with
low compression and include 3mm of bleed on all four sides and crop marks for all trimmed
sizes. Required colour mode is CMYK.
All RGB colour files supplied will be converted to CMYK using in-house conversion
tables which might cause some shift in Pantone and other colours, so we
recommend that all files are supplied in CMYK mode. TIF files must be 8 bit per

ESTABLISHED 1988

channel and should not include alpha channels, layers, clipping paths, transparencies
or masks.
PSD, Illustrator, InDesign and Quark Express files are not accepted without their fonts
and linked images and may not be readable due to version differences.

Mechanical Data
5mm bleed on all sides.
All readable images and text
must be at least 10mm from
the edge of the page.
Additional Creative Work
Studio time £50 per hour
PDFs
£12
Scans
£5
If you require any assistance with your artwork please contact:
marks@sayers-publishing.com
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YEARPLANNER
The year planner, distributed to all
subscribers and available to order,
provides an ideal opportunity for
you to advertise your brand to
canmakers, fillers, designers, equipment
manufacturers and materials suppliers
for twelve months.
To advertise on the Year Planner,
please contact:
Jane Dobson
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 106
E-mail: janed@sayers-publishing.com

ESTABLISHED 1988
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CONTACT DETAILS
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

Priyanka Patel - Advertisement manager
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 179
E-mail: pri@sayers-publishing.com

Daniel Searle - Editor
Tel: +44 (0) 7834 971921
E-mail: daniels@sayers-publishing.com

Nicola President - Advertisement manager
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 175
E-mail: nicolap@sayers-publishing.com

Danielle Ingram - Deputy editor
Tel: +44 (0) 7925 915436
E-mail: danielle@sayers-publishing.com
John Nutting - Editorial consultant
Tel: +44 (0) 860 221486
E-mail: john@sayers-publishing.com

THE DIRECTORY
Jane Dobson
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 435 106
E-mail: janed@sayers-publishing.com
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